The Harmonic Series
A concert of Indian classical music
with

Dr. Purnaprajna Bangere
Accompanied by

Toronto B. Gowrishanker and
Karthik Venkataraman

Friday March 10, 7PM
MacLeod Auditorium,
Medical Sciences Building
1 King’s College Circle, Toronto

Dr. Purnaprajna Bangere is a professor of Mathematics and
Music at the University of Kansas in Lawrence. He comes
from an important school of violin players in India and
trained under the well known south Indian violinist HKN
Murthy, who in turn was a student of the legendary Indian
musician M. S. Gopalakrishnan. Dr. Purnaprajna is a
representative of his school, and follows the style of music
known as the Parur system, characterized by high technical
virtuosity and musicianship. In the last few years, he
performed solo recitals in prestigious music festivals such
as Boston’s Learnquest Music Festival, the Cleveland Music
Festival, and the Toronto Music Festival. Dr. Purnaprajna
recently discovered a geometric framework to explore
integration of various genres and is currently collaborating
with David Balakrishnan, the director of the Grammy award
winning musical group Turtle Island String quartet. Dr.
Purnaprajna's music website is www.purnaviolin.com

Toronto B Gowrishanker is a senior
disciple of Sri Tiruvarur Bhakthavatsalam.
He is the director of the mridangam
school Laya Madhura in Toronto that
provides music pedagogy to many
students. He has played mridangam for
visiting artists from India, in concerts
both in USA and Canada. He has regularly
performed in the some of the major
music festivals such as Cleveland Music
Festival, Toronto music festival and the
Chennai Music Festival.
Karthik Venkataraman is a popular
kanjira artist in North America. He is a
disciple of the famous mridanga vidwan
Sri.Srimushnam V.Raja Rao. Karthik has
travelled widely, playing for musicians in
Canada, India and the USA. He has
accompanied many senior music
stalwarts from India and has been
regularly featured in music festivals
across the country.

